
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ammo Buddy Plastic Storage Containers for your ammunition are far more durable than cardboard 
packaging, they won’t fall apart if they get wet and allow you to see the contents without opening. 
 
The best way to keep your ammunition organized and protected from the elements is to store it in an Ammo 
Buddy Storage Container. Ammo Buddies are not generic one-size-fits-all plastic boxes but, rather, caliber-specific 
storage containers that hold your ammunition in a space-saving and ultra-organized manner. 

Available for a multitude of rifle and pistol caliber ammunition, as well as for 12- and 20-gauge shotgun shells, 
Ammo Buddy is a form of "Clamtainer", the clever plastic see-through storage containers that are derived from 
premium clamshells. Clamtainers feature the revolutionary and patented Click-It TM Closure System, a simple 
built-in mechanism that allows for easy, one-handed opening, but that also securely keeps the container closed, 
even when dropped. 

Says Brad Sauve, 3-time U.S. National Individual Long-Range Champion and 11-time U.S. National Team Long 
Range team member, "As a competitive shooter, I use the Ammo Buddies (30 Cal, 20 count) exclusively for 
carrying my hand loaded ammunition to the local range and to long distance matches.  When traveling, space is 
always an issue and I can pack more rounds in the same space compared to the other alternatives.  I can be 
confident with Ammo Buddy because even if dropped, my rounds will stay in the order and condition I intended. 
This is especially important when bullets are long seated or rounds are placed in a specific order for load 
development work or final match use (e.g., weight sorted).  I recommend these to anyone serious about 
maintaining their ammunition in top condition." 

But you don’t need to be a competitive shooter to appreciate Ammo Buddies. If space is limited in your gun safe, 
Ammo Buddy can help. If you’d like to easily see how many bullets you have remaining, Ammo Buddy can help. If 
you are tired of soggy ammo boxes, Ammo Buddy can help. If you are a reloader and are looking for an ammo 
storage solution, Ammo Buddy can help. If you’re a waterfowl hunter and want to bring your shells into the boat 
or blind without concern for your cardboard boxes of ammo getting wet or destroyed, Ammo Buddy can help. 

A list of the rifle and pistol calibers for which Ammo Buddies are available (in multiple sizes) can be found on the 
back.  “Value bundles,” with a variety of Ammo Buddies, are also available. For more information, or to order 
Ammo Buddies, please visit Clamtainer.com or contact us at Sales@Clamtainer.com.  
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Description 5 10 20 25 50
Ammo Buddy™ 30CAL Ammo Box X X X .243 Win 22-250 Rem 260 Rem .270 .30-06 Springfield
(Based on the 30 Cal case diameter) .30-30 30-30 Win .303 British .308 Win 6.5 Creedmore

6.5 x 55 Mauser 7 x 57 Mauser 8 x 57 Mauser

Ammo Buddy™ Mag. R. (300 WIN MAG) Ammo Box X X .257 Wby .264 Mag .300 Norma Mag .300 Wby .300 Win Mag
(Based on the 300 WIN Mag case diameter) 300 WSM 300 Ultra Mag .338 Win Mag .375 H&H Mag 6.5 Rem Mag

7MM Rem Mag

Ammo Buddy™ SM.R (.223) Ammo Box X .204 Ruger .223 Remington .300 AAC 5.56 NATO
(Based on the 223 case diameter)

Ammo Buddy™ 9MM Ammo Box X 9MM .380 ACP .380 Auto

Ammo Buddy™ 10MM & 40S&W Ammo Box X 10MM 40S&W

Ammo Buddy™ 45ACP Ammo Box X X 45ACP

Ammo Buddy™ .38SP & .357 Ammo Box X .38SP .357MAG

Ammo Buddy™ 12 Gauge Ammo Box X X
(5 Count size holds up to 3.5" shells)

Ammo Buddy™ 20 Gauge Ammo Box X 16 Gauge
(Holds from 2 ¾” up through 3” shells)

Jamestown Plastics, Inc.
8806 Highland Ave
Brocton, NY 14716
Email: Sales@Clamtainer.com Claimtainers are proudly made in the U.S.A. by Jamestown Plastics, Inc.

Example Calibers with similar dimensions being able to fit well
Available Count Size

Thank you for your interest in our patented line of Ammo Buddy™ Clamtainers! The patented Click-it Closure design is 
easy to open, yet if you drop a Clamtainer full of ammo, it will not accidentally open.

Use this "Ammo Buddy Reference Guide" to see what Ammo Buddy's we offer and examples of the calibers that will fit 
within each option. It's impossilbe to list all the calibers, but others may still fit if they are close enough dimensionally to
our caliber specific Clamtainers. Contact us with caliber fitment questions.
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